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SPECIFICATIONS AND FAQ



SPECIFICATIONS
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All ads are built using HTML5 only:
These require new creatives from your print ads. All ads must be available in 
both landscape and portrait rotation. Each rotation requires a separate creative.

Creatives: Refers to the main static background image of the ad.

Static Creatives:
File Format: JPG (If a transparency is required use PNG) not to exceed 
450KB Resolution: 72dpi

Advert Dimensions:
 iPhone 5 (v) 640x1136  
 iPhone 5 (h) 1136x640  
 iPhone 4 (v) 640x960  
 iPhone 4 (h) 960x640  
 iPhone 3 (v) 320x480
 iPhone 3 (h) 480x320
 Blackberry (v) 768x1280  
 Blackberry (v) 720x1280  
 Kindle (v) 600x1024  
 Kindle (h) 1024x600  
 iPad 1 & 2 (v) 768x1024  
 iPad 1 & 2 (h) 1024x768
 iPad Retina (v) 2048x1536  
 iPad Retina (h) 1536x2048  
 Kindle HD 7 (v) 800x1280  
 Kindle HD 7 (h) 1280x800  
 Kindle HD 8.9 (v) 1200x1980  
 Kindle HD 8.9 (h) 1980x1200

Key:
(v) = Vertical  
(h) = Horizontal

Sponsorship banners - For Readr : These can vary in size, however the 
recommendation is 1024x170. For the iPad retina, these figures double.

REQUIRED PRODUCTION ASSETS:
(Applies if PixelMags is assembling your ad. Fees apply.)      
Logo in EPS or PSD format
Fonts (as Zip or Stut file)
Brand/Product Style Guide
Existing campaign materials for reference (layered
PSD, Illustrator or InDesign Files)
Relevant creatives for both rotations
URLs for all links
Video (if applicable) - 1 MegaBit/second, not to exceed 5MB, video codec: H.264
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Sponsorship Banner Dimensions

768 x 170
1024 x 170
1536 x 340
2048  x 340

Static Creatives:
File Format: JPG (If a transparency is required use PNG) not to exceed 
450KB Resolution: 72dpi

Sponsorship Banners:
Banner appears at launch of READR. Deliver Dynamic, Branded messag-
es to consumers, each, and every time the READR app is launched. 

Your Sponsorship Banner
Your Sponsorship Banner



ADDING INTERACTIVITY
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Take advantage of the latest web standards - HTML5, CSS and JavaScript
Create rich interactive content and engaging user experiences by delivering ads which look and function beautifully 
on all compatible devices.

These web standards offer new features to provide not only rich media support but also enhanced support for creating web 
applications that can interact with the user, his or her local data, and servers more easily and effectively than ever before. 
PixelMags have created extra JavaScript so you can syncronize animation with the device orientations.

Please note that we do not support Adobe Flash.

2 Ads for 1
Take advantage of  device or ientat ion when designing your ad.

It’s required that your ad supports both orientations. The transitions from landscape to portrait 
can be animated how you like and the two orientations of your ad can be visually different.

API Integration
Ads are delivered in real time from servers in the cloud.

Image Galleries
2D and 3D image slideshows/galleries.

360 Effects
Dramatic rotations using JavaScript. (e.g. interior view / panoramic image viewer)

CSS Transitions
PowerPoint style transitions to elements within a page over time. (e.g. dissolve, 
slide, 3D cube, horizontal flip, unfold)

Play Videos
The HTML5 video tag allows you to fully integrate videos into your ad. Options 
available to change perspective, scale and masks.

Incremental Loading
Get something on the screen as quickly as possible.

Providing an activity indicator specific to your ad or brand is highly advisable. This 
informs and captures the user’s attention instantly, engaging the user for a few 
seconds while your full ad potentially loads.

Interactive Links
e.g. Website urls (in-app browser), Telephone links (iPhone only), Address links, 
E-mail links (opens web mail application).

Animated Fonts
Display stylized fonts using CSS without adding image files.

Custom Product Configurations
Opportunity for personalization through user focused ads. (e.g. visualizing 
product options).

Device Specific
Make your ad respond to user touch. Or even take advantage of the multi-touch 
feature of Apple’s devices.    

Unlimited Possibilities
There’s so much you can do with HTML5. If you have ideas you’d like to talk 
through, please email tech@pixel-mags.com.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

If you cannot find the answer to your question here and need support 
creating your ad(s), please email your inquiries to our technical team at 
tech@pixel-mags.com

For advertising sales please contact your PixelMags sales rep directly.

Do the ads have to be created using HTML5?
Yes, we have limited our ad network to HTML5 only so the ads are as versatile as 
possible, increasing their longevity across all our devices and future devices under 
current development. This means that the ads are less likely to need changing.

I don’t know how to use HTML5. Can PixelMags build the ads?
Yes, PixelMags offers (fee applies) to build your ad using HTML5. We ask you to 
supply the design and assets, however we will work with you to help create the best 
possible solutions.

Do creatives need to be different for different devices?
Yes. It is required that another set of creatives are provided for each device spec to 
optimize the full potential of the display. PixelMags can advise you on this.

Does the ad resize automatically to fit all devices?
No. We need to have creative for each required spec to deliver the same ad across 
multiple sized devices. However it’s advisable that in some cases the ad may not be 
suitable on certain devices without some modifications to layout and interactivity.

Can you zoom in on an ad?
No. Ads should be specifically designed so no zooming is required.

Is there a file size limit for the ad?
Yes. Each ad must be 5MB or less.

Does the ad resize automatically to fit all devices?
No. We need to have creative for each required spec to deliver the same ad across 
multiple sized devices. However it’s advisable that in some cases the ad may not be 
suitable on certain devices without some modifications to layout and interactivity.

Are web links picked out automatically?
No, any links on the ad(s) need the regions defined with the correct urls. Links 
can be web urls, emails, phone links (iPhone only) and postal addresses. 

Note: Links only work with a 3G or Wi-Fi connection.

Is there a limit to how many links I can add to an ad? 
Does a lot of interactivity effect the ad’s performance?
There’s no restriction to how many interactive features you use in an ad, 
however as mobile devices are less powerful than computers, we would 
strongly advise reasonably limiting interactive features to prevent poor 
performance. PixelMags will test your ad on the device before approval.
Do videos/interactivity need a 3G or Wi-Fi connection to work?
Videos and slideshows will work both offline and online. Hyperlinks require 
connection to the internet or 3G in order to be active.
Can I put videos in an offline ad?
We would advise not to put videos into offline ads as there is a high chance that 
the video won’t download in time. It’s advisable to only use HTML animation in 
offline ads.

Can I edit/change the content of my ad once live?
Yes. Just send us the updated HTML.

What’s the difference between offline and online ads?
There are two options to deliver your ads to consumers:
1. Offline - Only visible to users with NO internet or 3G connection.
2. Online - Only visible to users WITH an internet or 3G connection.

You can purchase a separate offline ad and a separate online ad package. When 
your online ad is disrupted due to no internet or 3G connection, your offline ad 
will act as a backup and appear in its space.

Can I choose where my ad is placed?
Yes. We have a wide selection of options available. Please consult your 
sales rep for more details.

What information do I receive about my ad(s)?
Depending on the ad package you purchase you can receive 
valuable user informat ion ranging from number of  h i ts,  number of 
c l icks,  to the speci f ic  demographics of  the users who cl ick on your 
ad(s) (e.g.  gender,  age, locat ion,  emai l ,  name).



Director of Sales East Coast
Kristian Byrne
Phone: 800-557-4165 x105
Kristian.Byrne@AdPlayerz.com

National Advertising Sales Director
Jeffrey Eisenberg
Phone: 800-557-4165 x201
JEisenberg@AdPlayerz.com

Director of  Product Marketing
Jason Fishman
Phone: 800-557-4165 x105
Jason.Fishman@AdPlayerz.com


